
Today's Television Highlights, 
1.  

-10 A.M. (5110)"Funeral In Berlin" (1967). Michael Caine, Oscar 
...4-lirnolka. Taut, engrossing drama based on Len Deighton's espionage 
novel. 

5 P.M. (MAX) "Crazy About the Movies: Cary Grant, the Leading 
Man." An hourlong profile of the actor, including film clips and reminis-
cences. 

. 8 P.M. (TNT) Film: "The Barretts of Wimpoie Street" (1934). 
Norma Shearer, Charles Laughton, Fredric March. Sidney Franklin's 
highly effective drama about the lovelorn romantic poets. 

10 P.M. (MAX) The Comedy Experiment: "Norman's Corner." A 
half-hour special about a day in the life of a fictitious New York news-
stand operator; with Gilbert Gottfried. 

All limes Pacific. 

Timothy Baum admiring a paintu 
collection at Christie's. 

In New Yori 
Auction Tr4 
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N.J., and said he made a liying di 
ing a limousine. He keeps his "scs 
ture suits" in the trunk of his car 
said. 	 • 

When asked If he came to Sothe 
because George-. Segal's ."Selfl 
trait" had sold there the night tx 
for a record price of S212,000, he 5 
"No. Most artists have a ga 
show. I decided to go directly 
buyers and demonstrate p. 
art." 	 7.■-• • 

, ...'• 

- 4 • 
Ezra and Cecile Zilkhs 

spected the Impressior 
ern paintings at the 
view. When asked wl 
the prices paid last 
$17 million for a .1  
Ing — Mr. Zilkh- 
vestOr and fn 
think it is r* 
excessive 
happen ' 

• 
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Review/Television  

The Assassination on td. 
on 'Nova Documentary 

• By WALTER GOODMAN 	
ters, there remains fierce disagree, 

, 	theories earlier this month, and sev- 	ample, the producers asked a pair of 

	

Pr  of "Novay‘Waltertronkite speaks of 	ambiguous.evidense, which comes in 

j Toward the end of tonight's idltionTtielFchniquesStIgulang the .  

	

'era!_ documentaries, along with 	experts to enhance and analyze a . 

	

' sassinatIon of President John F, Ken- 	Jugs as well as eyewitness testimony,;' 

	

.nedy...Television is filled this month 	are Interesting, but contrary to the 

	

with evidence of that obsession or at 	spirit of most "Nova" shows, they 
least.an enduring fascination. There..,.... demonstrate the limitations instead 
were • two programs on conspiracy ' 'of the wonders of technology. For ex- 

	

the "national obsession" with the as- 	the form of photographs and record- 

	

numerous news-program segments 	Polaroid photograph taken within 

	

on the assassination and the Kennedy 	moments of they assassination in 

	

career, -are scheduled for this week 	which some people have claimed to 
and next. . 	 make out a figure with a rifle on that 

	

Tonight's documentary, on many 	famous grassy knoll. The experts 

	

public television stations, does not 	conclude that with a little imagine- 

	

quite settle the question it poses: 	lion you can "see" what might be a 

	

"Who Shot President Kennedy?" But 	person, but the rill: appears to them 
• it deals coolly with the often heated 	to be only a patch of light. 

	

and somewhat technical disputes 	The producer, Robert Richter, also 

	

over whether the President was 	arranged for the four Dallas doctors 

	

- struck by a single bullet ;whether the 	who had tried to save the President to 

	

„shot that killed him could have been 	study autopsy photographs for the 
f irst....timee,P-roponriAr-of-constalrar 

	

in the Texas School Book Depository; 	theories have expressed suspicions 

	

whether the scarcely damaged bullet 	that the wounds had been altered be- 

	

found on a hospital stretcher was 	tween Dallas and Bethesda. None of 

	

really the one that went through the 	the doctors could discern any signifi- 

	

bodies of both the President and Gov. 	cant changes, but discrepancies re- 

	

'John B. Connally Jr.; whether the 	main. 
`• wounds .iri the President's head and --The results, finally, are unstartling: 

	

'throat Indicated where a bullet en- 	In Mr. Cronkite's summing up, the 

	

tered or where it exited; whether 	single-bullet theory, though implausi- 
' there was another gunman in addi-• ble, remains intact, and although the 

	

Sion to Oswald, operating from a 	eyewitness testimony has not been 

	

grassy knoll along the President's 	explained away, there is no proof that 

	

route; whether something was done 	there was a second gunman. Yet the 

	

to the President's corpse between the 	program holds us by the details of its 

	

time It left Dallas and arrived at Be- 	investigation. A quarter century after 

	

, thesda Naval Hospital for an autopsy 	the murder, as one of the experts re- 

	

that seems to have been incompe- 	marks, '-Things haven't gotten any 

	

tently - conducted. On all these mat- 	simpler." 
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